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Let ISA’s industry leading SOC-as-a-Service do the work for you!

Recently named a Major Player in Canadian Security Services by IDC MarketScape©, ISA offers industry leading SOC-as-a -

Service solutions, powered by its Cybersecurity Inte lligence & Operations Centre (CIOC). To achieve and support your

cybersecurity goals, your ISA Certified Partner can help deploy endpoint protection services like PROTECT EDR.

Keep your organization safe with Cloud-based Endpoint Protection, Detection & Response.

Cybersecurity threats target everyone, including your organization.

Canadian SMBs are under attack every day, and many struggle with ma inta ining a cybersecur ity strategy. You can invest in a

mature cybersecur ity posture. However, managing cybersecurity solutions is complex and requires costly investments in

infrastructure and skilled staff.

Protect all your endpoints

Your internal IT and support teams can maintain focus on

supporting your company’s core business.

ISA can detect unusual activity on your behalf and can be

trusted to take proactive action at any time.

PROTECT EDR is a cloud-based services that offer you

insights through easy-to-understand dashboards.

ISA provides advanced Endpoint Security Services that

surpass off-the-shelf Endpoint Protection (EPP) or Endpoint

Detection & Response (EDR) solutions.

PROTECT EDR integrates seamlessly into your ex isting

systems, programs & operations

Multiple layers of protection are provided via a single (not

multiple) agent to avoid integration issues.

PROTECT EDR benefits in a nutshell:

Here are the top 8 reasons why
PROTECT EDR can be perfect
for you:
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Your organization has unique needs and cybersecurity challenges; choose a service that fits best.

Whether you are only starting to build a cybersecurity strategy, or already have a more mature infrastructure in place to protect

your endpoints, ISA’s cloud-based endpoint protection, detection & response service will fit all your needs.

Why do you need the PROTECT EDR service?

Features included in the Service:
*full set of features can be found in the Service Description

PROTECT EDR

24/7 by 365 support and alerting by ISA’s best-in-class security experts +

Access to unique portal with easy-to-understand dashboards and comprehensive monthly 

reporting +

Complete digital on-boarding experience +

Exploit & Threat Prevention through signature-based Anti-Virus +

Web Control & Application Containment +

Zero Day Protection through Machine Learning and Sandboxing +

Proactive Threat Hunting across environment +

Containing and eradicating of detected threats +

Access to custom policies so servers and critical workloads are not impacted +

Critical insights and reports at your fingertips.

Organizations protected by ISA’s SOC-as-a-Service solutions have access to a secure portal where they can access easy to

understand insights through dashboards and monthly reports.

We are here to help.

The successful implementation of

the PROTECT EDR service and,

ultima tely, your satisfaction relie s

on a clear understanding of the

features provided by (and

minimum requirements for) the

service. Reach out to your ISA

Certified Partner for more

information today.

Fig.1: The ISA SOC-as-a-Service customer
portal, incl. the PROTECT EDR service
(subject to change)
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